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I am touched and humbled by this opportunity to participate in these graduation
exercises. I salute you on this wonderful occasion and I welcome the many proud
relatives who have come to share it with you. During the past four years many ofyou
have become my very close personal friends which has been a source of great
satisfaction to me and has to be the major reason that keeps this particular teacher
teaching.
This is the last lecture that you will receive as a medical school class; the last formal
session of a captive audience; the last in a countless number ofclasses, rounds, and
seminars that have preoccupied you for the past several years. Your brains are
brimming with information. Is there something that we have missed? Have we failed
to mention some vital clinical pearl? Should we show you one last electron micro-
graph, or conduct a last minute CPC? Clearly, none ofthose would fit the moment.
Alternatively, I could discuss a number of significant problems facing organized
medicine which will begin to assume increasing importance in your lives. They do not
receive much attention in medical school.
Such items as the maldistribution of medical care between affluent suburbs and
inner cities might be examined. We could deplore the continuing proliferation of
subspecialists in both medicine and surgery. Or we mightjoin in the public clamor for
more effective primary health care. We could bemoan the escalating costs ofmedical
education and of health care in general; or we might dwell on the regrettable
diminution in support for basic medical research.
Virtually all of you will be involved to some extent in these problems and hope-
fully, many will become leaders in the search for solutions. We cannot solve them
here today.
On the other hand, there are some other concerns that I have that are somewhat
more personal, more remediable, and more immediate, which may not have received
sufficient emphasis, and which will be important to you within a few weeks as you
plunge into the rigors of internship. Most ofthe suggestions that follow are obvious.
They are known to all, and yet, despite theiracceptance, are often forgotten. I believe
that it is appropriate to restate them here today.
My first concern deals with communication between doctors and theirpatients. My
weathervane tells me that we do not always do well in this vital area.
One of the most frequent complaints registered against physicians is our failure to
take time to explain things to patients. We have been spending less time with our
patients in this modern age of sophisticated technology; in our preoccupation with
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mechanisms ofdisease; with our zeal to establish diagnoses; with the time-consuming
organization of a complicated work-up; with incessant demands to be two or three
places at the same time; or with a waiting room full of restless patients. There has
been an unfortunate tendency to forget about the patient as a person. Somehow,
there doesn't seem to be enough time any more to sit down and talk.
What may be simple, repetitive, and even trivial to us, may be ofutmost concern to
a patient. For example, a sigmoidoscopy is a routine part ofmedicalpractice, and yet
to a patient who has never had one, or who has not been told what to expect, it can be
a very threatening procedure. Lung scans, biopsies, monitors that go "beep-beep-
beep," and hundreds of the rather ordinary practices of a hospital are completely
foreign and frightening to patients. We seldom take time to explain them. We seem to
be in such a hurry all of the time.
I urge you to find time to sit with your patients; to talk with them about them-
selves; about their families, their jobs and their hobbies. Find the time to be caring
and understanding about their human concerns. Visit with yourhospitalized patients
at times other than regular ward rounds. For those patients followed outside of the
hospital, call them on the phone from time to time to inquire as to how things are
going. Your efforts will be rewarded.
Speak in a language that can be understood. I remember a very important
sounding intern who was gravely talking to the anxious wife ofa patient who hadjust
been stricken with a heart attack explaining, "Your husband has suffered an acute
myocardial infarction." Her blank, uncomprehending stare was memorable as she
sought for a meaning of those strange sounding words.
Even if you do talk with patients, be careful that you are not misunderstood. My
own twelve-year-old son recently had pneumonia and was examined by his pediatri-
cian together with two eager medical students who listened carefully to his chest with
their stethoscopes. As they listened they made him whisper some numbers in order to
elicit some special sound. When my son arrived home, I asked him what the doctor
had indicated was wrong and he answered, "Dad, I have a bad case of whispered
pectoriloquy." He wanted to know what kind of a disease that was.
And so, good communication with patients must be a high priority in the months
ahead.
A second concern is directed at the manner in which we make major decisions,
particularly with regard to therapy. My suggestion is to involve the patients in the
decision-making process that affects his or her care. Too long have we, as physicians,
been autocratic and ostensibly omniscient. The patient, as a partner in the contract,
must also be consulted. You have learned by now that there are often several possible
ways to approach a medical problem. In many instances, no one choice is unequivo-
cally the best. Whenapplicable, alternatives should be presented to the patient, letting
him participate in the final decision. Although you must give guidance and indicate
your recommendations, you must also be tolerant, cooperative, and supportive if
your advice is not always followed.
My third concern deals with criticism and praise. For reasons not always clear to
me, physicians, particularly young house officers, are quick to find fault with the
medical decisions of others. Criticism becomes a cynical habit with some. Sometimes
criticism is justified, but if persistent, and unbalanced with praise, it can become
pernicious and destroy the spirit of a well motivated, hard working colleague. We
insist rightly on excellence. We cannot tolerate mistakes, and thus, rarely do we
remember to say somethinggood ifall is going well. I urge you to be at leastas liberal
with your praise as you are with your criticism. Let a student or a fellow physician
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know when he or she has done a good job. A telephone call, a pat on the back, or a
short note is all that is needed. A little good feeling can go a long way and can
certainly make the next few years more pleasant.
A fourth concern ofmine is your own personal health, both physicaland mental. It
is an amazing fact that many physicians receive fragmented and generally poorhealth
care. This is unfortunate because the adage that doctors don't get sick is far from
true. In the course of our work we are exposed to a number ofpotential pathogens.
Furthermore, depression, suicides, drug addiction, and alcoholism have become a
significant part ofourprofession. It is estimated that there are one hundred physician
suicides per year, the equivalent of one entire medical school class. We have a
tendency to deny self-illness, or to utilize a bevy of specialist friends to deal with
specific problems as they come along. Even worse is the foolish decision to manage
our own illnesses. I urge you to seek health care in exactly the same way that you
would want for your own patients.
My last concern, which is related in some ways to your mental health, is directed at
your non-medical life. Although medicine must be a majorforce and priority in your
life, do not let it consume you. The world is too wonderful and too broad to focus
solely on your profession, important as it might be.
As the years move along, it has become clear to me that my family and not
medicine, has become the core ofmy life. For those who electmarriage, there must be
precious time reserved to share with your partner. Ifpossible, don't hesitate to find a
way to leave work briefly to see yourchild perform in the school play. Take vacations
together and leave your journals behind.
Involve yourself with an interest removed from medicine. As a beekeeper, bird-
watcher, and music lover, I can attest to the hours of relaxation and pleasure these
hobbies have provided me. They help to keep a perspective that there is more to the
world than medicine. There will be times in the next few years when you willquestion
that fact, but you will be a better doctor ifyou can balance your life a bitwith any of
hundreds of marvelous escapes such as literature, history, opera, or art. They are all
compatible, complementary, and important to a full rewarding life in medicine.
My congratulations to each ofyou on this important day. We thank you for your
many contributions that have enriched our life here at Yale. Good luck and thank
you.
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